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The Renaissance (1485-1660)  

DRAMA: A theatre for the English nation - Elizabethan playhouses - PROSE: The 

Reformation and the English Bible   

  

WRITERS AND TEXTS  

 Christopher Marlowe (1564-93)  

 A short, turbulent life - the great tragedies - Marlowe's historical role - A passage from 

"Doctor Faustus": Faustus' Last Hour and Damnation MODERN MYTHS: Faust   

  

William Shakespeare (1564-1616)  

 The early years - the beginning of his career - the successful playwright (a revision)   

  

Shakespeare's plays: The "First Folio" - the dramatic works - the years of apprenticeship - 

the history plays and the love comedies - the great tragedies - Shakespeare's universality - 

the dark comedies - the romances - Shakespeare's themes: Women and love - women 

and power - fathers and daughters -rhetoric in love and politics - the world as a stage - 

COMPARING CULTURES: Shakespeare and the Italian novella  

  

"The Merchant of Venice" (1596-97): The play - the story - a passage: Hath a dog money?  

  

"Romeo and Juliet" (1594-95): The play - the story  

  

"Hamlet" (1600-01): The play - the story - a passage: To be or not to be  

 

“Othello” (1604-1605): The play – the story . a passage: Othello’s last speech 

  

"Macbeth" (1605-06): The play - the story  

  



"The tempest" (1611-12): The play - the story - a passage: This Island’s Mine by Scorax  

My Mother  

TOPIC: All you need is love   

John Milton (1603-74)  

 A life devoted to the Puritan cause - major works - "Paradise Lost" (1667): The Christian 

epic - the meaning of Paradise Lost - a passage: Satan takes possession of hell  

  

 

The Restoration (1660-1776)  

  

HISTORY: The Restoration and the last Stuarts - the first Hanoverian kings - CULTURE: 

London and the Court - The Augustan Age - the rise of the middle class - LITERATURE 

AND LANGUAGE: the rise of the novel  

  

WRITERS AND TEXTS  

  

Daniel Defoe (1660-1731)  

 Early life and education - the novelist - the father of modern journalism - "Robinson 

Crusoe" (1719): A modern myth - truth and fiction in Robinson Crusoe - Robinson as a 

mercantile hero - the story - Robinson as the archetypal colonist - a passage: Robinson 

and Friday - modern myths: Robinson  

  

  

Jonathan Swift (1667-1745)  

 Life in Ireland and England - the brilliant satirist - Gulliver's travels (1726): A travel story - 

great satire - utopia vs reality - Swift's pessimism - first-person-narrator - the story - a 

passage: Politicians playing for power   

  

Samuel Richardson (1689-1761)  

 Life and works - Richardson's revolution - Richardson's historical importance - "Pamela, or 

Virtue Rewarded" (1740): The first English best-seller - the debate on "virtue rewarded" - 

the triumph of the middle class - the first psychological novel - a passage: Pamela refuses 

Mr. B's advances  
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